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One of the most important contemporary 
issues when dealing with accessibility, either in 
the context of travel, entry to buildings, or 
gaining access to financial transactions is 
biometric recognition. Biometric recognition 
refers to us ing unique physio logical 
(fingerprint, face, retina, iris), and behavioral 
(e.g. gait, signature) characteristics for 
identifying an individual. Biometrics is about 
identify, not authentication. There are many 
high-level security systems based on 
biometrics. Fingerprints are amongst the 
oldest methods used to catch a criminal. In 
1892: Juan Vucetich (1858-1925), an 
Argentine police officer made the first criminal 
fingerprint identification. Automated fingerprint 
identification is the process of automatically 
matching one or many unknown fingerprints 
against a database of known and unknown 
prints. The first fingerprint scanners were 
introduced over three decades ago. Now they 
are commonplace in commercial applications 
needing a low-cost accessibility mechanism.

However, not all fingerprints are created 
equal. An attack at the sensor level in which 
the biometric sample is replaced with a fake 
sample is known as spoofing. Spoofing 
probably had its birth in early attempts at 
forging latent fingerprints. The earliest may be 
“The Red Thumb Mark”, a novel written by R. 
Austin Freeman in 1907, in which two methods 
are suggested.  The first method involves 
taking an actual cast of the end of the finger. 
The following description is given: “A mould 
would be made by pressing the finger into 
some plastic material, such as fine modeling 
clay or hot sealing wax, and then, by pouring a 
warm solution of gelatine into the mould, and 
allowing it to cool and solidify, a cast would be 
produced…”. The second method uses 
chromicized gelatine and involves taking a 
photographic negative of the fingerprint, which 
is placed in a printing frame with a plate of 
gelatin treated with potassium bichromate, and 
exposed to light. Light passing through the 
transparent part of the negative (fingerprint 
ridges) causes the chromicized gelatin to 

become insoluble, with the rest of the gelatin 
being washed away with hot water. The 
transparent parts of the fingerprint correspond 
to the black marks on the fingerprint , and 
hence to the ridges on the finger. The facsimile 
in relief of the fingerprint has ridges and 
valleys identical in character with the ridges 
and valleys of the fingerprint, and can be used 
to produce a fingerprint on a sheet of paper.

The probability that a fake fingerprint will 
be accepted is known as the False Accept 
Rate (FAR). Many manufacturers claim a FAR 
rate of one in a million [1], based on matching 
8 minutiae, the special points in the pattern of 
ridges on a fingerprint. 

T h e r e h a v e b e e n a n u m b e r o f 
contemporary attempts at beating fingerprint 
recognition, including the use of plastic, clay, 
Play-doh, silicon and gelatinous materials. van 
der Putte and Keuning1 offered the first insight 
into the risks and drawbacks associated with 
biometric verification based on fingerprints. 
They describe two methods for spoofing 
fingerprints: (i) a wafer-thin silicon dummy of a 
fingerprint and (ii) the use of photosensitive 
film and PCBs. Testing six solid-state and 
optical sensors, most were fooled at the first 
attempt. Shortly after, Tsutomu Matsumoto [2], 
a Japanese mathematician and cryptographer 
ran an experiment using synthetic fingerprints: 
(i) using impressions made directly by 
pressing a live finger into plastic material and 
(ii) capturing a fingerprint image from a 
residual fingerprint. For the first method, they 
first obtain an impression of a live finger using 
molding plastic. They then pour liquid food 
gelatin (prepared from solid gelatin sheet) into 
the mould and let it harden. For the second 
method, they obtain a residual print from a 
glass plate using cyanoacrylate adhesive 
fumes. Then a digital image of the fingerprint 
is captured using a digital microscopic 
camera, enhance it, and print it out on a 
transparency sheet. A photosensitive-coated 
printed circuit board is then used to create the 
fingerprint, which is cast using the same liquid 
gelatin used in the first process.

Hoodwinking fingerprint recognition systems with 
gummi bears
Fingerprint recognition is used in biometric locks providing a form 
of “fingerprint deadlock”, but how easy is it to fool fingerprint 
recognition systems?  
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They then presented four experiments 
involving enrollment (whereby a fingerprint is 
captured to create a template), and verification 
(where the fingerprint is compared against the 
template). Two experiments involve enrollment 
with live fingers, and verification with both live 
and gummi fingers, the remaining two involve 
enrollment with gummi fingers, and verification 
again with both a live and gummi finger. The 
tests involved 11 types of fingerprint systems. 
For gummi fingerprints cloned using a plastic 
mold, enrollment was 100%, with verification 
probabilities in the range 68-100%. With 
gummi fingerprints cloned from residual 
fingerprints, the verification probability was 

greater than 67%. 
Meghdadi and Jalilzadeh [3] tested a 

number of scanners using real fingerprints, 
and two fake fingerprints derived using gelatin 
prints. Whilst the number of successful scans 
using real fingerprints was 90% on average, 
both sets of artificial prints produced success 
rates of 66% and 82% respectively. Stephanie 
C. Schuckers and colleagues [4] from 
Clarkson University tricked fingerprint readers 
into accepting Play-Doh fingers using “dental 
materials” to create a mold of a person’s finger 
then press the Play Doh into the mold. They 
use 11 live subjects to form molds, creating six 
casts for each subject. They tested various 
fingerprint scanners, including capacitive DC, 
capacitive AC, optical and opto-electronic 
technologies. The results for each of the 
scanners spoofed using Play-Doh are shown 
below:

Capacitive DC 8/66 12.12%
Opto-electric 18/66 27.27%
Optical 38/66 57.57%
Capacitive AC 46/66 69.69%

It is not to say that some of these 
fingerprint detection systems aren’t plausible. 

But of all the biometric systems, fingerprints 
are probably the easiest to foil.

Some researchers have also looked at 
novel methods for detecting fake fingerprints 
[5]. These techniques usually involve some 
form of l i veness detect ion, whereby 
physiological signs are measured. However, 
one of Discovery Channels Mythbusters 
episodes looked at whether fingerprint 
scanners could be defeated. Surprisingly, they 
tested an optical fingerprint scanner with “live-
ness” sensors, including sensors for body 
temperature, pulse rate, and galvanic skin 
response and found that the scanner could be 
defeated by moistened copies of  (i) a latex 
copy of a print, (ii) a print made using ballistic 
gel, and (iii) a piece of paper with a print on it. 
Endo and Matsumoto [6 ] have a lso 
investigated the use of conductive silicon 
fingers, artificial fingers made of silicone 
rubber filled with electrically conductive 
carbon black. 

It is obvious that sensors themselves can 
be fooled, but it is the integral software that is 
ultimately responsible for determining whether 
a fingerprint is valid. If anything such testing 
has forced manufacturers to look at 
alternatives to simple fingerprint recognition 
systems. LG-Hitachi have produced a scanner 
which checks sub-dermal vein patterns. Vein 
ID works by projecting a high-intensity light 
through the finger, creating a high-contrast 
image of the vein structure. There are a myriad 
of different approaches to “liveness” detection, 
but all have their limitations. For example, 
testing the temperature of the skin doesn’t 
work that well, because there are variances in 
skin temperature, especially when outdoors. 
Conductivity is a popular technique, but it too 
exper iences a wide marg in o f er ror 
(conductivity of the finger will differ greatly 
from winter to summer), and so adding 
moisture to a fake finger may help hoodwink 
the sensor. As many new systems that are 
created, there will be ways of compromising 
them. The fingerprint, although being unique, 
is at the end of the day a very simplistic 
biometric feature. To obtain a robust system, 
one has to look towards more complex 
biometrics, such as retinal scans.
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